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A comprehensive guide to understanding, implementing and extending the powerful and freely available application from Microsoft.
•Learn .NET architecture through building real world examples   
•Understand, implement and extend the Community Starter Kit  
•Learn to create and customize your own website  
•Develop the confidence to implement and extend the system  
•This book is written for ASP.NET developers with a sound grasp of C#    

This book is a complete and practical guide helping you to deliver content rich community driven web sites based on the freely available ASP.NET Community Starter Kit from Microsoft. It is aimed at experienced ASP.NET developers with the responsibility of delivering robust and feature rich web sites, fast and effectively.    

Microsoft's ASP.NET Community Starter Kit (CSK) is a powerful, freely-available application that allows you to quickly create a fully-featured community-driven web site, complete with article and news management, downloads, forums, and user handling.    

What you will learn from this book  
• Install and configure the CSK  
• Find your way around the CSK’s towering range of features  
• Create and administer community web sites  
• Become familiar with the common CSK ASP.NET controls  
• Customize your CSK site  
• Discover the secrets of the CSK core architecture  
• Explore the inner workings of CSK modules  
• Extend the CSK by creating new modules  
• Customize existing modules with Web controls  
• Add an RSS feed to share your content with others  
• Deploy your CSK Web site    

This book has been written for ASP.NET developers with a sound grasp of C# and access to Visual Studio .NET. This book uses the Visual Studio. NET version of the ASP.NET Community Starter Kit       
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Zune Game Development using XNA 3.0 (Expert's Voice in XNA)Apress, 2009

	XNA 3.0 brings you the ability to create games that will run not just on the PC and Xbox 360, but also on the Zune mobile device. While creating games for Zune is, in many ways, similar to working on the other platforms, it also presents its own unique set of challenges and opportunities. Smaller screens, limited storage, and less processing...
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Developing Java Beans (Java Series)O'Reilly, 1997
Java Beans is the most important new development in Java this year. Beans is the next generation of Java technology that not only adds features the language lacked, but also lets Java programs interoperate with a number of development environments. The initial release includes a bridge for Microsoft's ActiveX/COM; future releases will include...
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Sams Teach Yourself iPad 2 in 10 Minutes (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	The iPad 2 and the original iPad, taken together, are the biggest thing to
	hit computing in years. Drawing on the best of Apple’s iPhone and iPod
	touch products, and Apple’s Macintosh personal computers, while introducing
	a whole new way of seeing and interacting with information, the
	two new devices have grabbed the...
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A New Perspective on ThermodynamicsSpringer, 2009
The book adheres to a chronological development of the laws of thermodynamics as the inventors of those laws discovered them. This shows that "new" discoveries of non-optimal efficiencies are not new at all and have been analyzed by people like Lord Kelvin as far back as 1852 in his analysis of an unevenly heated body. 
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Hack Proofing Linux : A Guide to Open Source SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2001
Hack Proofing Linux: A Guide to Open Source Security is designed to help you deploy a Linux system on the Internet in a variety of security roles.This book provides practical instructions and pointers concerning the open source security tools that we use every day.

First, we show you how to obtain...
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Functional and Dysfunctional Sexual Behavior: A Synthesis of Neuroscience and Comparative PsychologyAcademic Press, 2007


	For a long time I was fascinated by trying to understand the behavioral, endocrine

	and neural mechanisms controlling rat sexual behavior, independently of whether

	such an understanding was of any use or not. My favorite afternoon distraction

	was to walk over to the lab and see how the experiments were going, and if possible

	I...
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